coding corner
diagnosis code, followed by acute respiratory failure (J96.00).
Cocaine is not classified as a “toxic substance” because it does have
therapeutic uses.

For medications, clinicians should
also describe whether they were
taken properly (adverse effect) or
improperly (poisoning) and the
intent behind any drug poisoning or
nonmedicinal toxicity.
For adverse effects and underdosing, the manifestation (reaction) is coded first, followed by the appropriate T code for the
drug causing it (T36-T50). For example, if a patient is admitted
with acute kidney injury (AKI) due to furosemide properly taken
and prescribed, AKI (N17.9) is the principal diagnosis, followed
by adverse effect of loop diuretics (T50.1X5A). For a patient who
presents with a recurrent episode of rapid atrial fibrillation
caused by nonadherence to amiodarone therapy for rhythm control, paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (I48.0) is sequenced first, followed by the code for amiodarone underdosing (T46.2X6).

Toxic effects of nonmedicinal substances (defined as “toxins”
by ICD-10-CM) are assigned codes from T51-T65 and describe the
substance, intent, and encounter. The appropriate T code for the
toxic agent is sequenced first, followed by all associated manifestations. For example, if a patient is admitted with erosive esophagitis due to an unintentional ingestion of bleach, the toxic effect
of bleach code (T54.91XA) is sequenced first, followed by erosive
esophagitis (K22.10).
Precise clarification of the nature and circumstances of reactions to medications and nonmedicinal toxins is necessary for correct coding, sequencing, and diagnosis-related group assignment.
Documentation should describe what reactions or conditions
occurred and what substance(s) caused them. For medications,
clinicians should also describe whether they were taken properly
(adverse effect) or improperly (poisoning) and the intent behind
any drug poisoning or nonmedicinal toxicity. That said, there’s no
need to stop documenting “toxicity” of a drug (e.g., digoxin toxicity); even though it’s an ICD-10-CM misnomer, the adverse effect
or poisoning code would still be assigned. n
Note: Information in this column was based on UpToDate.com.
Pichler W.J. Drug allergy: classification and clinical features.
Dr. Pinson is a certified coding specialist, author, educator,
and cofounder of Pinson and Tang, LLC (www.pinsonandtang.com) and is based in Chattanooga, Tenn. This content
is adapted with permission from Pinson and Tang, LLC. The
views expressed in this column are those of the author and
not intended to replace authoritative sources for documentation and coding.

Correction: Bronchoalveolar lavage
The “Ask Dr. Pinson” Coding Corner in the August 2017 ACP
Hospitalist incorrectly stated that diagnostic bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) of the lung is classified as a non-operating room (OR)
procedure that does not impact diagnosis-related group (DRG) assignment. BAL of the lung is in fact an OR procedure that does
impact the DRG.
BAL is classified by ICD-10-PCS as a “drainage” procedure.
The table at right describes the procedures for drainage of lung
and bronchus, the ICD-10-PCS codes, and the DRG impact of documenting and coding BAL.
A procedure is classified according to the most distal body
part involved. Since diagnostic BAL is intended to collect a specimen that includes material from the alveoli of the lung, the correct body part location should be lung. When a diagnostic BAL
is performed, lung location (e.g., 0B9J8ZX) should be assigned
without a query for further clarification unless the clinician specifically states that only the bronchus was lavaged.
BAL of the lung, whether diagnostic or therapeutic, is classified as an OR procedure that changes the DRG from medical to
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Type of drainage
procedure*

ICD-10-CM
code

OR
procedure

DRG
impact

Lung, diagnostic

0B9J8ZX

Yes

Yes

Lung, therapeutic
only

0B9J8ZZ

Yes

Yes

Bronchus, diagnostic

0B9B8ZX

No

No

Bronchus, therapeutic
only

0B9B8ZZ

No

No

*Assumes left lower lobe as location.

surgical. Incorrectly assigning BAL location as bronchus would
have an impact on revenue and other measures.
On occasion, only therapeutic lavage of the bronchus is performed for thick, impacted, obstructing secretions and/or debris
without obtaining any diagnostic specimen. In this case, the code
for therapeutic lavage of bronchus (e.g., code 0B9B8ZZ) should be
assigned.

